
 

California's climate refugia: Mapping the
stable places
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This map marks refugia for California's vegetation by 2099 under conditions
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projected by global climate models. Green represents 'consensus' areas expected
to remain suitable for the vegetation currently there under both wetter and drier
conditions. Blue represents refugia under wetter conditions, while red indicates
suitable areas when conditions are drier. Credit: UC Davis

Some landscapes can hold their own against climate change better than
others.A studyfrom the University of California, Davis, maps these
places, called "climate refugia," where existing vegetation is most likely
to buffer the impacts of climate change through the end of the century.

It found that about 15 percent of natural lands in California serve as
climate refugia for the state's plants, including trees, shrubs, annuals and
perennials. The mapping tool can help natural resource managers
prioritize and plan climate-adaptive management efforts, such as wildlife
habitat conservation and post-wildfire restoration.

The study is published in a special issue of the journal Frontiers in
Ecology and Evolution devoted to the theme of climate refugia. The issue
and an accompanyingwebsite, climaterefugia.org,include other refugia
related to fish and wildlife, rivers and wetlands, mountains and forests.

The slow lane for climate change

As climate change intensifies, identifying and mapping areas of relative
stability—what the journal calls the "slow lane" for climate
change—marks a path toward conserving them and the habitat and
services they provide to wildlife and humans.

"This paper shows that there are places where, if you retain what's
standing there now, it would have a better chance of remaining for a
longer period of time—like a century—under wetter and drier
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conditions," said lead author James Thorne, a research scientist with the
UC Davis Department of Environmental Science and Policy.

So where are these places?

The northwest Klamath Mountains, northern Sierra Nevada and the
Central Coast ranges contain large areas where existing vegetation types
are expected to persist under both wetter and drier future climate
conditions. These areas are called "consensus refugia."

  
 

  

Vegetation refugia maps can be used for wildlife conservation planning. For
example, the study overlays the range of the California towhee, at left, with the
refugia map to show suitable areas for the bird as the climate changes. Credit:
Andrew Engilis/UC Davis; map UC Davis
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The three forest types occupying consensus refugia across large parts of
Northern California include Klamath mixed conifer, Sierra mixed
conifer and Douglas fir. Grasslands and coastal sage scrub cover much
of the refugia in the Central Coast ranges.

Vegetation with the largest portions (more than 50 percent) of their
extent in climate refugia include montane chaparral and Klamath mixed
conifer forests. A quarter of existing Douglas fir also occurs in
consensus refugia.

Other findings:

Elevation and latitude matter: Blue oak woodland and blue oak-
foothill pine occurred less in consensus refugia than oaks at
higher elevations.
Iconic coast redwood forests (0.4 percent of its current range),
coast live oak woodland (3.8 percent) and red fir forests (2.3
percent) were poorly represented within the consensus refugia.

Pockets of refugia, windows of opportunity

If only 15 percent of California's natural lands have climate refugia
characteristics for both a wetter and drier future, what does that mean
for the remaining 85 percent? Thorne explains that it doesn't mean all
other plants and trees will be outright destroyed. But they will likely face
a higher level of climate stress than vegetation in refugia. Stress can
affect rates of regeneration, reproduction and resilience under warming
temperatures, drought, flood and fire.

Previous work by Thorne modeled climate risk to California's native
vegetation under various emissions-saving scenarios and found that half
the state's native vegetation is at risk for climatic stress. This new paper
assumes a business-as-usual climate scenario under which greenhouse
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gas emissions continue their current trajectory.

"California is one of the biodiversity hot spots of the world," Thorne
said. "Our natural ecosystems help to support all of the people in the
state as well as this incredible range of species. My hope is that we start
to be proactive in our management of landscapes, understanding that 
climate change is going to bring impacts and that we have to change how
we address them."

  More information: James H Thorne et al, Vegetation refugia can
inform climate‐adaptive land management under global warming, 
Frontiers in Ecology and the Environment (2020). DOI: 10.1002/fee.2208
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